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AsAs we kick off a new year, it’s common to look back at the previous year and take 
inventory of all that happened: the wins, the losses, and the lessons learned. In 
doing that, it can be easy to place a disproportionate weight on our 
shortcomings, and that’s dangerous because that can quickly lead us into 
shame. The reality is that we all experience failures, but with Jesus by our side, 
those failures can be the beginning of a powerful story.

Weekly Devotional:

1/21/2  - Genesis 50:15-21 - Here we see the full circle moment in the complicated 
story between Joseph and his brothers (you can read the whole thing in Genesis 
chapters 37-50). Joseph ends with a poignant statement, that what was meant 
for evil God used for good. Reflect on the last year. What are failures or regrets 
stand out? How might God want to redeem them for a bigger purpose.

1/31/3 - 2 Corinthians 7:8-11 - It’s good to be convicted of failures, but it’s important 
to not be lured into shame. As Paul illustrates in this passage, conviction will 
move you forward, but shame will keep you stagnant. What is one practical step 
that you can take in response to any of your shortcomings from the year?

1/41/4 - Philippians 4:1-8 - One thing (among many) very noteworthy about this 
passage is the relationship between gratitude and anxiety. What we learn is that 
a grateful perspective can ease many burdens. It’s easy to get bogged down by 
what went wrong, but it’s vital that we regularly make time to consider what went 
right and we’re grateful for. What are you grateful for this last year?

1/51/5 - Romans 5:1-11 - Here the Bible teaches us that we should also be grateful 
for trials and failures and challenges because of what they produce in us. As you 
look at some of the challenges that you faced in the last year, how did you see 
yourself grow?

1/61/6 - Romans 8:18-30 - Keeping our eyes locked in on the future, even in the 
midst of trials, is an issue of faith. It starts with believing that God is who He says 
He is, and that He loves us like he says that he does. When we believe that we 
can have joy, even in our tribulations, because we know that God is working on 
our behalf. Pray and ask God to increase your faith.

Challenge:

FailFail Forward. Don’t let the failures of last year be without fruit. Make a list with the 
following 3 columns: Failure, Lesson & Next Step. Use your experiences from last 
year to fill out the list, and use this as a starting point to practice ‘failing forward’ 
this year.


